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The 14th International Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS ) Users Conference was 
held from 25 through 27 October 2011. It is an annual event sponsored by ROLANDS & 
ASSOCIATES Corporation (R&A ) and held on the Monterey Peninsula in California, 
USA. It provides the only forum for the full spectrum of international JTLS users to 
meet and discuss their uses of JTLS, the current instantiation of the Simulation and 
planned enhancements. The Conference also encourages international users to 
establish contact with their colleagues and the US and NATO simulation program 
sponsors. The two days of presentations and discussions are listed here. 

  

  
SUBJECT   PRESENTER   
        
JTLS Program Review   Mr. Hose, JS J7 JCW   
        
Summary of JTLS 4.0 Enhancements   Ms. E. Roland, R&A   
        
JTLS in PACOM   Mr. Fagundes, PACOM J7   
        
JTLS in Turkey   1/Lt. Yigitel, Turkish War College   
        
JTLS in France   Col. Liebert, French War College   
        
JTLS in Australia   Mr. Robinson TTSC   
        
JTLS in Poland   Lt. Col. Piotrowski WGSC   
        
NATO Training Federation   Dr. Cayirci, NATO/JWC   
        
JTLS Federation Status   Ms. E. Roland, R&A   
        
JTLS in Taiwan   Col. Kuo, JTEC   
        
JTLS in Korea   Dr. Jeong, KIDA   
        
JTLS in Italy   Col. Travaglio, CIMSO   
        
JTLS Tools by Exonaut   Mr. Edqvist, C4 Strategies   
        
JTLS Future   Mr. Weter, JS J7 JCW   

        
JTLS AAR   Mr. Kalinyak, R&A   
        



JTLS 4.1 Details   Ms. E. Roland, R&A   
        
JTLS Future ECPs   Ms. E Roland, R&A   
        
JTLS Demonstrations/Discussions   R&A Staff   
        
  

In addition to the User representatives who gave presentations, the Conference 
attendees included visitors from CAE/Canada, Booz Allen Hamilton, EUCOM, 
USAF/AFAMS, the Naval Postgraduate School and the US Army’s PEO STRI. The 2nd day 
of the Conference ended at the R&A Modeling and Simulation Center where current 
and new JTLS capabilities were demonstrated and technical discussions ensued. 
Meetings continued into Thursday with their primary focus onfuture JTLS software and 
database releases, training, exercises, analysis and user requirements. 

As a mature and proven, civil-military simulation, JTLS has been actively used by 
the U.S. for over 20 years and continues to be constantly improved to meet the needs 
of the organizational decision makers and the warfighters. It is the world’s premier 
theater/operational level simulation. Originally conceived as an OPLAN contingency 
analysis tool, JTLS has proven to be an excellent exercise driver and now finds its 
greatest success as a senior staff decision support training package. Its use includes 
decision analyses, contingency/management plan testing, experimentation, 
emergency preparedness training, command post exercise support, and coalition 
training among civil-military agencies. JTLS has been used for analysis of border 
security, illegal immigration, and human trafficking issues. Its users gain insight into 
the problems and importance of effective information sharing, interoperability, and 
coordination in response to disasters requiring regional response efforts. The 
Simulation can be connected to most Common Operational Pictures and has been 
interfaced with many C4I systems. 

The Simulation can be operated on a single workstation or used to support a 
training exercise with hundreds of workstations. Its small footprint and high cost-
benefit ratio makes it an ideal simulation from the very small to the very large scenario 
whether for analysis, training or academic communities. JTLS has been federated 
through the HLA with OneSAF, JCATS and numerous other systems to deliver the 
multilevel resolution, joint, combined and coalition capabilities promised by other 
systems for many years. The JTLS software is reconfigurable on-the-fly and is 
configuration managed by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, J7 Joint and Coalition 
Warfighting. It is developed, maintained and distributed by ROLANDS & ASSOCIATES 
Corporation (R&A), Del Rey Oaks (Monterey), California. Information about JTLS and its 
availability may be obtained by contacting Dr. Roland at President@ROLANDS.com . 
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